
The power is at your fingertips - stay fully connected with your colleagues through Bleepa’s smooth

digital transfer of patient information. From field to specialist, across care settings and internationally,

share and annotate high-quality medical images and rapidly discuss patient care.
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Bleepa - a holistic digital medical 
imaging communications platform

Bleepa - Share the whole picture

Bleepa is the essential tool for remote, secure communications 

between clinicians and teams – an easy-to use, digital medical imaging 

communications platform that enables clinicians to rapidly and securely 

view and discuss patient cases at the touch of a button.

As a regulated medical imaging communications platform that enables 

users to share images such as X-ray, CT, MRI or ultrasound at a standard 

approved for clinical use, Bleepa’s CE mark gives you peace of mind 

and confidence to use, knowing that images and videos are of the 

highest quality.

Streamlined simplicity

Bleepa does things a bit differently. Rather than having to find individual 

patients in multiple, disconnected systems, users can log into an 

individual patient case within one system and do everything they need to 

within the Bleepa system. It ensures that every clinical action links to the 

patient and that every clinician in each setting can see those actions. 

Bleepa facilitates a dynamic and instant interaction between referrer, 

clinician and specialist that can help to triage cases and ensure a smooth 

patient pathway. 

Empower swift decision making

As we are faced with ever more pressures on clinicians’ time and 

the need to deliver superior patient care, Bleepa can provide a fully 

integrated solution that effectively puts the right people in the virtual 

room, enabling swift decision making, access to specialist opinions 

and a positive patient experience.

Intuitive to use 

Simple to integrate into your existing operating systems, it is easy to create 

a secure network with all the information and functionality needed for 

clinicians to manage workloads more effectively. 

Bleepa is easy to use, intuitive and quickly becomes a daily part of your 

busy life.  With access at your fingertips, you can maintain contact with 

your team at all times, oversee their work, offer and receive advice and 

guidance, wherever you are.

Security and quality

Bleepa is a secure, encrypted, zero footprint application meaning that

 no patient data is stored locally on any device. Clinical communication is 

based around the patient to enable structured referrals and minimize risk.

Bleepa is manufactured using processes that adhere to the ISO 13485 

and 27001 quality and information governance standards, Cyber Essentials 

Plus security standards and is the only communication platform to be 

certified as a CE marked device for undertaking medical image review.

With a fanatical focus on quality, security and safety, Bleepa is the only 

digital medical communications platform to provide all the communications 

needs that clinicians want, in a single, regulated, safe and proven mobile 

communications imaging platform.

Add a colleague, share a 

patient and start discussing 

Share, annotate, simultaneous

review of images

Patient specific chat using

messaging or video call

Make structured referrals and

gain second opinions


